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Spring collection

Moróro presents three new outdoor objects and 
the collaboration with Alain Monnens

Ultra-slim garden lighting, a mobile table lamp and an outdoor bench for two: Moróro starts 

the new year with the launch of no less than three new outdoor objects. For the design of 

two-seater Paulo, the Belgian outdoor label turned to the renowned Belgian designer Alain 

Monnens. The two found each other in Moróro’s refined design language and the interplay 

between material and function.

With the new outdoor bench PAULO you can enjoy your garden, terrace or outdoor space 

in intimate company. True to Moróro’s design DNA, Paulo is both robust and refined: stainless, 

stable and lightweight thanks to its aluminium manufacturing, but also with an ultra-slim and 

refined design. The design comes from Belgian designer Alain Monnens. “We were perfectly on 

the same wavelength,” says Veerle Lapierre from Moróro. “Paulo is more than just a garden 

bench. It is also an object and an eye-catcher. Already at the first meeting this became very 

clear to everyone.” With Luz, Moróro launches its first light object. The black, matt anodized 

garden lighting stands out for its ultra-slim, sleek design with a unique ribbed structure in the 

lampshade. Luz blends into any type of garden and comes in two versions. There is Luz with 

base for all those who are looking for a mood design lamp to combine on your terrace with 

your favourite outdoor furniture and there is Luz with impale, which you can easily and firmly 

push into the grass. Luz works with an LED lamp, a movable lampshade with a 26 degree 

beam angle and a cord that is cleverly positioned and discretely bridges the distance to your 

first electricity point. 

“We were perfectly on the same wavelength with Alain Monnens. 
Paulo is more than a garden bench. It’s also an object and an eye-catcher.
Already at the first meeting this became very clear to everyone.” 

Veerle Lapierre, Moróro. 
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SAUL, on the other hand, is a mobile outside light. Equipped with a durable battery, you can 

easily take these mini garden lights with you through your garden: from your outdoor table on 

the terrace to your favourite spot, hidden far away in the greenery. Saul is 15 cm high and easy 

to carry but still weighs enough to remain stable in all weather conditions. The LED light brings 

soft atmospheric light wherever needed and typically Moróro, Saul was also manufactured 

with unique details giving the design a playful touch. The base of this black, matte anodized 

table lamp surprises with a subtle ribbed structure and a lampshade that can be turned in 

three different light directions. 

 

SELLING PRICE: Paulo: 1120 euros

 Luz base: 595 euros

 Luz spike: 395 euros

 Saul: 385 euros

 (Prices including VAT)

ABOUT MORÓRO

Moróro stands for Belgian designs inspired by Brazilian architecture in terms of style and choice 

of materials. This is also made clear by the name, a reference to one of the houses designed 

by Brazilian architect Marcio Kogan. Moróro refers to a mix of robustness, refinement and 

warmth. Think of an abundant natural landscape and you are guaranteed a sultry summer. 

Behind the brand is a couple of Flemish entrepreneurs having international ambitions with very 

personal designs.


